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Abstract

We show that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard and construct a constant factor approxi-
mation algorithm for interior guarding monotone polygons.Using this algorithm we obtain an approximation
algorithm for interior guarding rectilinear polygons thathas an approximation factor independent of the num-
ber of vertices of the polygon. If the size of the smallest interior guard cover isOPT for a rectilinear polygon,
our algorithm produces a guard set of sizeO(OPT

2). Computational geometry Art gallery problems Mono-
tone polygons Rectilinear polygons Approximation algorithms

1 Introduction

The art gallery problem is perhaps the best known problem in computational geometry. It asks for the minimum
number of guards to guard a space having obstacles. Originally, the obstacles were considered to be walls
mutually connected to form a closed Jordan curve, hence, a simple polygon. Tight bounds for the number of
guards necessary and sufficient were found by Chvátal [7] andFisk [17]. Subsequently, other obstacle spaces,
both more general and more restricted than simple polygons have also been considered for guarding problems,
most notably, polygons with holes and simple rectilinear polygons [21, 32].

Art gallery problems are motivated by applications such as line-of-sight transmission networks in terrains,
such as, signal communications and broadcasting, cellulartelephony systems and other telecommunication
technologies as well as placement of motion detectors and security cameras.

We distinguish between two types of guarding problems in simple polygons. Vertex guarding considers only
guards positioned at vertices of the polygon, whereas interior guarding allows the guards to be placed anywhere
in the interior of the polygon.

The computational complexity question of guarding simple polygons was settled by Aggarwal [1] and Lee
and Lin [26] independently when they showed that the problemis NP-hard for both vertex guards and interior
guards. Further results have shown that already for very restricted subclasses of polygons the problem is still
NP-hard [2, 30].

Chenet al.[5] claim that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard, however the details of their proof
are omitted and still to be verified. We present a new proof that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard.

The approximation complexity of guarding polygons has beenstudied by Eidenbenz and others. Eiden-
benz [14] shows that polygons with holes cannot be efficiently guarded by fewer thanΩ(log n) times the optimal
number of interior or vertex guards, unless P=NP, wheren is the number of vertices of the polygon. Brodénet
al. and Eidenbenz [2, 13] independently prove that interior guarding simple polygons is APX-hard.
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Figure 1: Illustrating the polygon classes.

Any polygon (with or without holes) can be efficiently vertexguarded with logarithmic approximation factor
in n, the number of vertices of the polygon. The algorithm is a simple reduction toSET COVERand goes as
follows [19]: compute the arrangement produced by the visibility polygons of the vertices. Next, let each
vertexv correspond to a set in the set cover instance consisting of elements corresponding to the faces of the
arrangement that lie in the visibility polygon ofv. The greedy algorithm forSET COVERwill then produce a
guard cover having logarithmic approximation factor.

The above result can be improved for simple polygons using randomization, giving an algorithm with ex-
pected running timeO(nOPT 2

v log4 n) that produces a vertex guard cover with approximation factor O(log OPTv)

with high probability, whereOPTv is the smallest vertex guard cover for the polygon [12].
Taking the same approach one step further, Deshpandeet al. [11] present a pseudo-polynomial randomized

algorithm for finding a guard cover (without any restrictionon placement) with approximation factorO(log OPT ).
We prove polynomial time deterministic approximation algorithms for interior guarding of monotone and

rectilinear polygons. As we have already mentioned, vertexguarding of monotone polygons is NP-hard, and
furthermore, optimally guarding rectilinear polygons is also NP-hard [23]. This provides the basis for our
interest in approximation algorithms for these problems.

The art gallery problem concerns itself with covering polygons using star shaped pieces, the visibility poly-
gons of the guards. Covering polygons with other type of objects, e.g., convex polygons, etc., remains NP-hard
in general; [8, 9, 16, 20, 29, 32, 33, 34].

The next section contains some useful definitions. Section 3contains our NP-hardness proof for mono-
tone polygons and in Sections 4 and 5 we describe the approximation algorithms for guarding monotone and
rectilinear polygons respectively.

2 Definitions

A polygonP is l-monotoneif there is a line of monotonicityl such that any line orthogonal tol has a simply
connected intersection withP. When we talk about monotone polygons, we will henceforth assume that they
arex-monotone, i.e., thex-axis is the line of monotonicity for the polygons we consider; see Figure 1.

The boundary of a monotone polygonP can be subdivided into two chains, theupper chainU and the
lower chainD. Let s andt be the leftmost and rightmost vertices ofP respectively. The chainU consists of the
boundary path followed froms to t in clockwise direction, whereasD is the boundary path followed froms to
t in counterclockwise direction.

A polygonP is rectilinear if the boundary ofP consists of axis parallel line segments. Hence, at each
vertex, the interior angle between the two connecting boundary edges is either 90 or 270 degrees; see Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.1.

Let VP(p) denote the visibility polygon ofP from the pointp, i.e, the set of points inP that can be
connected with a line segment top without intersecting the outside ofP.

Consider a partial set of guard pointsg1, . . . , gm in P and the union of their visibility polygons
⋃m

i=1 VP(gi),
the setP \ ⋃m

i=1 VP(gi) is the region ofP not seen by the pointsg1, . . . , gm. This region consists of a set of
simply connected polygonal regions calledpocketsbounded by either the polygon boundary or the edges of the
visibility polygons.

The following definitions are useful for monotone polygons.Since thex-axis is the line of monotonicity it
makes sense to say that an objectA in the polygon is to the left or to the right of some other object B if there is
vertical line that separates the two objects. We will occasionally useA ≥ B (A ≤ B) to denote thatA is to the
right (to the left) ofB.

Let q be a point inVP(p). We denote byVPR(p, q) the part ofVP(p) that lies to the right ofq. Similarly,
VPL(p, q) is the part ofVP(p) to the left ofq. Hence,VP(p) = VPL(p, q)∪VPR(p, q) for all pointsq ∈ P.
We also denoteVPR(p) = VPR(p, p) andVPL(p) = VPL(p, p).

In the sequel, we will also letSP (p, q) denote the shortest (Euclidean) path between pointsp andq insideP.

LEMMA 2.1 If q is a point onSP (p, t) inside a monotone polygonP, thenVPR(p, q) ⊆ VPR(q).

PROOF: Let r be a point to the right ofq in P that is visible fromp. To prove thatr is seen fromq consider the
vertical line throughr and its intersection pointr′ with SP (p, t). The three pointsp, r, andr′ define a polygon
in P having three convex vertices and possibly some reflex vertices on the pathSP (p, r′). Sincer sees bothp
andr′, r sees all of the pathSP (p, r′) and hence also the pointq; see Figure 2. 2 2

3 NP-Hardness of Vertex Guarding Monotone Polygons

In this section, we will show that vertex guarding a monotonepolygon is NP-hard. The reduction is from
Monotone 3SAT(M3SAT) [18, page 259 (problem L02)]. An M3SAT instance(X , C) consists of a pair of
sets, a set of Boolean variables,X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and a set of clauses,C = {c1, c2, ..., cm}. Each clause
contains three literals,ci = xj ∨ xk ∨ xl, a positive clause, or ci = x̄j ∨ x̄k ∨ x̄l, a negative clause, for
1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ n. An M3SAT instance is satisfiable, if a satisfying truth assignment forC exists such that all
clausesci are true.

An ordinary 3SAT instance can easily be transformed to an M3SAT instance by taking each non-monotone
clause and replacing it by three monotone ones as follows.

ci = xj ∨ xk ∨ x̄l −→ (z̄i1 ∨ z̄i2 ∨ x̄l) ∧ (zi1 ∨ xj ∨ xk) ∧ (zi2 ∨ xj ∨ xk)

ci = x̄j ∨ x̄k ∨ xl −→ (zi1 ∨ zi2 ∨ xl) ∧ (z̄i1 ∨ x̄j ∨ x̄k) ∧ (z̄i2 ∨ x̄j ∨ x̄k)
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Figure 3: The different types of variable patterns.

wherezi1 andzi2 are new variables used only in these three clauses.
It is easy to verify that a truth assignment makes clauseci true if and only if the truth assignment makes all

the three monotone replacement clauses true as well.
By appropriately duplicating clauses, we can assume that the instance hasm clauses wherem is odd and

the instance has(m + 1)/2 positive clauses and(m − 1)/2 negative clauses. Also, letK = n (m + 1).
We show that any M3SAT instance is polynomially transformable to an instance of vertex guarding a mono-

tone polygon. We construct a monotone polygonP from the M3SAT instance such thatP is guardable byK or
fewer guards if and only if the M3SAT instance is satisfiable.We first present some basic gadgets to show how
the polygon is constructed. We then connect these gadgets together to create a polygon.

Starting Pattern: The lower boundary of the polygon is divided into two parts,the left and the right sides.
The first gadgets on the left side are thestarting patterns. The starting patterns are shown to the left
in Figure 3. In each pattern, the bottom of the downward spikeb(x) is the distinguished vertex of the
pattern. This area is only seen by verticesx andx̄ and must be guarded by one of these two vertices. This
pattern appears along the left side of the lower boundary of the monotone polygon a total ofn times, one
corresponding to each variable.

Variable Pattern: On the left and the right side of the lower boundary we havevariable patternsthat verify
the assigned truth value of each variable. This pattern is shown to the right in Figure 3. Once again, the
bottom of the spike atb(x) must be guarded by eitherx or x̄. The pattern has additional distinguished
vertices that we callledgesd(x) andd(x̄) that must both be seen and this is what forces the choice of
guard placement at eitherx or x̄.

Figure 4 shows how the starting patterns are connected to variable patterns. If we choosexj in the starting
pattern, we are forced to continuing to choosexj in each of the subsequent variable patterns. If we at
some variable pattern would choosex̄j instead ofxj , the ledged(x̄j) is not seen. Similarly, if we in the
starting pattern choosēxj , we are, by the same argument, forced to continuing to choosex̄j in each of
subsequent variable patterns.

Clauses: For each clausec in the boolean formula, there is a sequence of variable patternsx1, . . . , xn along
either the left or the right side of the lower boundary and a clause pattern along the upper boundary of the
polygon. On the left side of the lower boundary, the variablepattern sequence corresponds to negative
clauses, on the right side, to positive clauses.

The clause pattern on the upper boundary consists of three vertices in an upward spike such that the top
vertex of the spike is only seen by the variable patterns corresponding to the literals in the clause; see
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Figure 5. We denote the top vertex of the spike byc to correspond to the clause.

We choose our truth value for each variable in the starting variable patterns. The truth values are then
mirrored in turn between variable patterns on the right side, corresponding to positive clauses, and variable
patterns on the left side, corresponding to negative clauses, of the lower boundary. Truth values do not change
in the mirroring process since a variablexj in clauseci only sees the ledged(xj) in the next variable pattern
and none of the other ledges. Similarlyx̄j only sees ledged(x̄j) in the next variable pattern; see Figure 4.

In the example of Figure 5 the M3SAT clause corresponds toc = x̄1 ∨ x̄3 ∨ x̄5. Hence, a vertex guard
placement that corresponds to a truth assignment that makesc true, will have at least one guard onx̄1, x̄3 or x̄5

and can therefore see vertexc without additional guards.
We still have variablesx2 andx4 in the clause, however none of them or their negations see thevertexc.

They are there simply to transfer their truth values in case these variables are needed in later clauses.
The monotone polygon we construct consists of4n+(6n+4)m+2 vertices. Each starting variable pattern

having four vertices, each variable pattern six vertices, the clause spike consists of three vertices plus one
blocking vertex at the start of each clause sequence on the lower boundary and the two leftmost and rightmost
points of the polygon.

Consider an M3SAT instance(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x̄3 ∨ x̄5) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x5). Figure 6 shows how
this instance is transformed into a monotone polygon and a placement of guards corresponding to the satisfying
truth assignmentx1 = x2 = x4 = x5 = false , x3 = true.

ExactlyK = n(m + 1) guards are required to guard the polygon since there areK bottom verticesb(xj) at
downward spikes and no vertex in the polygon can see more thanone suchb(xj) vertex.

If the M3SAT instance is satisfiable, then we place guards at vertices in accordance to whether the variable
is true or false in each of the sequences of variable patterns. Each clause vertex is seen since one of the literals
in the associated clause is true and the corresponding vertex has a guard.
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Figure 6: Example reduction of(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x̄3 ∨ x̄5) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x5). Points with white centers mark the
guards.
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ke(R)
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Figure 7: Illustrating the concept of a kernel expansion. The darker shaded areas are the components ofR and the lighter
shaded area is the kernel expansion ofR.

Suppose we have a vertex guard cover of size exactlyK. Since each bottom spikeb(xj) is guarded there is
a guard at one ofxj , x̄j , or b(xj) itself. They together make upK guards so there can be no other guards. Since
each clause vertexci is also seen, we can establish which of the guards see this vertex and deduce a satisfying
truth assignment from this guard placement.

We have proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 1 Finding the smallest vertex guard cover for a monotone polygon is NP-hard.

Note that our proof does not immediately generalize to interior guards. In the next section, we show how to
approximate the minimum number of interior guards in a monotone polygon.

4 Interior Guarding Monotone Polygons

4.1 The Guarding Algorithm

Our algorithm for guarding a monotone polygonP incrementally guardsP starting from the left, moving right.
Hence, we are interested in the structure of the pockets thatoccur when guarding is done in this way. We define
the main region that we will be interested in, thespear, that will guide the placement of our guards.

Let R be a, possibly disconnected, set of points inP and letq be a point inP. We denote byRL(q) the
points ofR to the left ofq. Let vR be a leftmost point ofR, hence, ifq is to the left ofvR, thenRL(q) = ∅.

DEFINITION 4.1 Thekernel expansionof R, denotedke(R), is formally defined as the set of points

ke(R)
def
= {q ≥ vR | RL(q) ⊆ VP(q)},

i.e., all the pointsq in P to the right ofvR that see everything inRL(q); see Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the
kernel expansion of a region consisting of two connected components.

In Section 4.3.1 we describe how to compute kernel expansions efficiently.

LEMMA 4.1 A kernel expansionke(R) is a monotone polygon.
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Figure 8: Illustrating pockets. Points with white centers are guards. The shaded areas are the visibility polygons.

PROOF: Let q andq′ be two points inke(R) having the samex-coordinate, hence,RL(q) = RL(q′) and
assume thatRL(q) 6= ∅. Let p be any point inRL(q) seen by bothq andq′. Since the three pointsp, q, and
q′ form a (possibly degenerate) triangle inP, any point betweenq andq′ will also seep. This means that any
vertical line has a simply connected intersection withke(R) so the region is monotone. 2 2

Assume that we have a partial guard cover inP with the property that all guards are to the left of any pockets
remaining inP. Consider such a pocketp. We say thatp is aboundary pocketif it is adjacent to both the upper
and lower boundariesU andD of P, anupper pocketif it is adjacent only to the upper boundaryU , a lower
pocketif it is adjacent only to the lower boundaryD and amiddle pocketif it is adjacent to neitherU nor D;
see Figures 8(a)–(c).

We show in Section 4.2.1 that our incremental guarding algorithm never produces any middle pockets, so
we can disregard them for now.

Since we assume that the guards all lie to the left of all pockets, it is easy to see that the cover can only
generate one boundary pocket. Letp be such a boundary pocket. In Lemma 4.7 of Section 4.3.1 we show that
the kernel expansion of a polygonal region is completely determined by the vertices of the region. We subdivide
the vertices ofp into three sets,VM , VU andVD, whereVM are the vertices interior toP, VU are the vertices
coinciding with the upper boundaryU of P andVD are the vertices coinciding with the lower boundaryD

of P. We letPU (p) be the straight line path visiting the vertices inVM ∪ VU in order from left to right, i.e., all
vertices ofVU are visited along the upper boundaryU . Similarly, we letPD(p) be the straight line path visiting
the vertices inVM ∪ VD in order from left to right.

Consider the upper pockets resulting from a partial guard cover and enumerate thempU
1 ,pU

2 , . . . from left to
right. Similarly enumerate the lower pocketspD

1 ,pD
2 , . . . from left to right and denote the boundary pocketpB.

Define two sets as follows:

QU
def
= pU

1 ∪ pU
2 ∪ · · · ∪ PU (pB),

QD
def
= pD

1 ∪ pD
2 ∪ · · · ∪ PD(pB),

with which we can establish the main regions of interest in the presentation.
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DEFINITION 4.2 ForX being one ofU or D, let the kernel expansion ofQX be thespearwith respect toX ,
i.e.,

spX

def
= ke(QX).

Hence, we have the two spear typesspU andspD corresponding to the sequences of pockets we are currently
considering; see Figure 9 for an example of the upper spearspU .

Since the intersection of monotone polygons is also monotone, a spear can be computed by a plane sweep
algorithm going from left to right, maintaining the upper and lower boundaries of the kernel expansions; see
Section 4.3.1.

The rightmost intersection point between the upper and lower boundary of a spear is called thespear tipand
we denote spear tips byuU anduD, corresponding to the two types of spears; see Figure 9. By the definition of
these points,uX has the property of being the rightmost point that sees all the points of the pockets of typeX
to the left of it.

The spears are dependent on the placement of the previously placed guards so we will henceforth refer to
them asspU (Gp) andspD(Gp) given the partial guard setGp. For each spearspX(Gp), we similarly parame-
terize the spear tipuX(Gp). If Gp = ∅, the upper and lower spearsspU (∅) andspD(∅) together with the upper
and lower spear tipsuU (∅) anduD(∅) are well defined since all ofP is considered a boundary pocket.

We can now give the details of our guarding algorithm, displayed in Figure 10. Each iteration of the algo-
rithm begins by computing the spears and the spear tips, which we show how to do efficiently in Section 4.3.1.
Step 4 selects the leftmost ofuU (G) anduD(G), placing a guardg at this point in Step 5. Step 6 results in the
addition ofg′ to the guard set only ifspX̄(G) actually intersectslg, whereX̄ denotes the remaining pocket type
different fromX . We show how to perform Step 7 efficiently in Section 4.3.2.

Since all upper and lower pockets are guarded after the algorithm has concluded, we know that the complete
boundary ofP is seen by the guards placed. In fact, we prove in Lemma 4.3 that also the interior ofP is seen.

We claim the following theorem and dedicate Sections 4.2 and4.3 to proving it.

THEOREM 2 The algorithmGUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON computes a guard cover of size at most30OPT

for a monotone polygonP in polynomial time, whereOPT is the size of the smallest guard cover forP.
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Algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON

Input: A monotone polygonP

Output: A guard cover forP

1 G := ∅

while not all pockets are guardeddo

2 ComputespU (G) anduU (G) if there are upper pockets

3 ComputespD(G) anduD(G) if there are lower pockets

4 if uU (G) is to the left ofuD(G) then X := U, X̄ := D else X := D, X̄ := U endif

5 Place a guardg atuX(G) and letlg be the vertical line segment throughg

6 Place a guardg′ at an intersection point oflg andspX̄(G), if they intersect

7 Place a guard̂g on lg so thatuX(G ∪ {g, g′, ĝ}) lies as far to the right as possible

8 G := G ∪ {g, g′, ĝ}

endwhile

return G

End GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON

Figure 10: The algorithm for guarding monotone polygons.

To help the reader, we provide a table of the notation we introduce.

Symbol Name Explanation

VP(p) the visibility polygon of the pointp
VPL(p, q), the part ofVP(p) to the left ofq
VPR(p, q) the part ofVP(p) to the right ofq
VPB(p, q, r) the part ofVP(p) betweenq andr

RL(q) the set of points ofR to the left ofq
ke(R) kernel expansion the set of pointsp that see all ofRL(p)

QX the union of typeX pockets
spX spear the kernel expansion ofQX , ke(QX)

uX spear tip the rightmost point of a spear,spX

lp the line or segment through the pointp

vX base vX lies on the boundary ofVP(uX) and
uX lies on the boundary ofVP(uX)

4.2 Correctness and Approximation Factor

4.2.1 Correctness

We know from the construction of algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON that it will guard the boundary
of the polygon. However, we need to prove that it will also guard the interior of the polygon. To prove this, it is
sufficient to show that our algorithm never produces a middlepocket. We do this in two steps. The first step is
to show that all guards cannot be on one side of a middle pocket, i.e., a middle pocket can never be generated to
the right of the guards as they are placed by the algorithm. The second step is to show that when the algorithm
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Figure 11: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.2.

places new guards, a middle pocket to the left of these guardscan never be generated.

LEMMA 4.2 Consider a middle pocketp of a partial guard set in a monotone polygon. Letr be the leftmost
point inp. Not all guards of the partial guard set can be to the left ofr.

PROOF: Assume for a contradiction, that all the guards are to the left of r. Let r′ be the rightmost point ofp
and leteu anded be the upper and lower edges respectively ofp that are also adjacent tor′. Neithereu nor
ed can be vertical since this would immediately give a contradiction, requiring a guard to the right ofr. Let q
be a point interior top, beloweu and aboveed, let lq be the vertical line throughq and letqu andqd be the
intersection points oflq with eu anded respectively. Since all guards are to the left ofr, no single guard can see
both pointsqu andqd, so there are at least two different guardsgu andgd that see these points. Furthermore, the
lines of sight fromgu to qu and fromgd to qd cannot cross, otherwise, eithergu or gd will see points inside the
middle pocket giving us a contradiction. Assume without loss of generality thatgu is further to the left thangd,
otherwise we reverse the roles ofgu andgd in the following argument.

Let lgd
be the vertical line throughgd. It intersects the line of sight fromgu to qu at q′. The four pointsgd,

qd, qu andq′ form a convex polygon with the guardgd in one corner. Hence,q is seen bygd, contradicting our
assumption thatq is in a middle pocket; see Figure 11. 2 2

Lemma 4.2 shows that as algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON places guards incrementally in the poly-
gon, it can never generate a middle pocket to the right of the rightmost guard placed so far. Next, we show that
the algorithm will not generate a middle polygon to the left of this guard either, thus giving us the following
lemma.

LEMMA 4.3 The algorithmGUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON never introduces middle pockets, and hence, pro-
duces a complete guard cover.

PROOF: We make a proof by contradiction and assume that in iteration i of the algorithm, as guardsgi, g′i and
ĝi are positioned in the polygon, a middle pocketpi is generated between guard triplesgj , g′j, ĝj andgj+1,
g′j+1, ĝj+1, wherej < i. We assume furthermore thati is the first iteration index that generates a middle pocket
and hence thatpi is generated in this iteration. LetGi denote the set of guards placed by the algorithm from
iteration 1 until iterationi has completed.
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Let r be a point inpi and consider the situation just after iterationi − 1. The pointr belongs to a pocket
pi−1 that is either an upper, a lower or a boundary pocket after this iteration. Consider the situation as the
algorithm places guardsgi, g′i andĝi during iterationi. By Lemma 4.2,r lies to the left ofgi since there are no
other guards to the right ofgi. Without loss of generality, we can assume thatgi is placed atuU (Gi) in Step 5 of
the algorithm, as the argument whengi is placed atuD(Gi) is completely analogous. We make a case analysis
on whetherpi−1 is an upper, a lower or a boundary pocket.

Assume first thatpi−1 is an upper pocket, then we have an immediate contradiction sincegi = uU (Gi−1)

anduU (Gi−1), by definition, sees all points in the upper pockets to the left of itself, and hence, also the pointr.
Assume next thatpi−1 is a lower pocket, then either the vertical linelgi

throughgi intersectsspD(Gi−1),
in which caseg′i seesr, giving us a contradiction, orlgi

does not intersectspD(Gi−1). In this case,uD(Gi−1)

is to the left ofuU (Gi−1), contradicting the selection in Step 4.
If we assume thatpi−1 is a boundary pocket, it lies to the right ofgi−1. Assume for a contradiction that the

pointr, to the left ofgi, is not seen bygi or g′i. This means that some part of the polygon boundary hidesr from
gi andg′i. Assume first that this isU , i.e., the shortest pathSP (r, gi) touchesU at some vertexv. This means
that the vertexv′ onU to the left ofv is not seen, contradicting thatgi = uU (Gi−1), sincev′ ∈ PU (pi−1); see
the definition ofQU in Section 4.1. On the other hand, ifSP (r, gi) touchesD at some vertexv, then the vertex
v′ on D to the left ofv is not seen, giving us thatuD(Gi−1) is to the left ofuU (Gi−1), sincev′ ∈ PD(pi−1),
contradicting the selection in Step 4.

Therefore, algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON produces a guard cover that sees all the boundary of
the polygon and it never generates a middle pocket. Hence it produces a complete guard cover for the monotone
polygon. 2 2

4.2.2 Bases and Shadows

We continue with a discussion that becomes fairly technical. We associate a specific region, ashadow, to the
right of a spear and show that if two spears of the same type, i.e., upper or lower spears, generated by a partial
guard set that obeys certain conditions, then the associated shadows do not intersect. We use this information in
the next section to bound the number of guards that our algorithm will produce.

We begin by defining two concepts. Fix a partial guard coverGp and letspX be the spears with respect to
Gp, for the pocket typeX beingU or D. To each spearspX we associate a point called abaseof the spear,
denotedvX , with X beingU or D.

Let luX
be the vertical line through the spear tipuX of the spearspX and letQX be the region, the set of

pockets, such thatspX = ke(QX); see Definition 4.2.

DEFINITION 4.3 A baseof spX is the rightmost pointvX in QX and on the boundaryX of P such that the
spear tipuX lies on the boundary ofVP(vX) andvX lies on the boundary ofVP(uX).

A point vU is called anupper baseand a pointvD is called alower base.
Note that a base can lie on a boundary edge infinitely close to avertex without being on the vertex. See Figure 12
for an example of an upper base.

The second concept that we define is that of ashadow.

DEFINITION 4.4 For a spearspX with X being one ofU orD, define theshadowof spX , denotedshdX , to be
the part of the visibility polygon of the basevX strictly to the right ofuX . Hence,shdX = VPR(vX , uX)\luX

,
whereluX

is the vertical line throughuX ; see Figure 12.
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shadowshdU

basevU

Figure 12: Example of a base and shadow for an upper spear.

We parameterize the shadows, in the same way as the spears, tobe dependent on the placement of the previously
placed guards and refer to them asshdU (Gp) andshdD(Gp) given the partial guard setGp.

We prove a technical lemma that will be useful to bound the number of guards produced by our algorithm.

LEMMA 4.4 If G− andG+ are two partial guard covers ofP such thatG− ⊂ G+ anduX(G−) ∈ G+, for X

being one ofU or D, thenshdX(G−) ∩ shdX(G+) = ∅.

PROOF: Since the spear type is fixed in each case, we can simplify ournotation and letu− = uX(G−),
u+ = uX(G+), v− = vX(G−), v+ = vX(G+), shd− = shdX(G−), andshd+ = shdX(G+).

We denote byX̄ the opposite boundary ofX in P, i.e., if X is U thenX̄ is D and vice versa. LetQ− and
Q+ be the pocket regions of the two guard sets with respect toX .

If u+ lies on the boundarȳX (except for the degenerate case whenu+ lies on a reflex vertex of̄X), then we
immediately have thatshd+ = ∅ proving the lemma.

Assume now thatu+ does not lie onX̄ (or that the degenerate case has occurred), then the spear tip u+ is
adjacent to two boundary edgese ande′ of the spear, wheree′ is part of the line segment[v+, u+]. Consider the
extension ofe, the other edge, fromu+ towards the left until it reaches the exterior ofP atp.

We claim that the line segment[p, u+] must touch the boundarȳX at some point. Assume that it does not,
then there is a point on the extension of[v+, u+] towards the right that sees as much ofQ+ asu+ does, thus
contradicting thatu+ is a spear tip. This also shows that[p, u+] touches the boundary of some pocketp in Q+.
Let q denote the leftmost point on̄X that intersects the segment[p, u+].

The line segment[p, q] partitionsP into two subpolygons,P+ andP−, whereP+ containsu+. This gives
us two cases; see Figure 13.

v− lies inP−.

If the extension of[v−, u−] towards the right does not cross[p, q], then all ofshd− also lies inP− and
cannot intersectshd+ which lies inP+.

If the extension of[v−, u−] towards the right does cross[p, q], then extend[q, u+] towards the right until
it reaches the exterior ofP at p′. In this case, all ofshd− in P+ lies on the same side of[q, p′] asv+,
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Figure 13: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.4 withX = U .

sincev+ lies onX andq lies onX̄. Hence,shd+ lies on the opposite side of[q, p′] soshd− andshd+

cannot intersect; see Figure 13(a).

v− lies inP+.

If u− lies inP−, then all ofshd− lies inP− and the two shadows cannot intersect.

Assume now thatu− lies inP+ and thatv− sees points inshd+. We have two subcases.

If u− also sees points inshd+, we have an immediate contradiction since thenu− sees points in some
pocketp of Q+ or points of the pathPX(p) of Q+, if p is a boundary pocket; see Figure 13(b).

If u− does not see points inshd+, there is a part of the boundaryX blocking vision betweenu− and
shd+. Note thatu− cannot seeq since otherwise it would also see points ofp. Therefore, there is second
guardg in G+ seingq. The guardg must lie inP− otherwise it sees points inp. Furthermore, visibility
from g into p must be blocked by the boundaryX , which must then cross the line segment[p, q], a
contradiction; see Figure 13(c).

This concludes the proof. 2 2

4.2.3 Serial Guard Covers

We define a special type of guard set that will help us prove theapproximation factor of our algorithm.

DEFINITION 4.5 We define restricted guards as follows:

• For a regionR, a guardg is R-restricted, if we only consider the restricted visibility polygon ofg to be

VP(g)
def
= VP(g) ∩ R.

• A guardg is a left (or right) guard, ifg is VPL(g)-restricted (orVPR(g)-restricted).

Next, we define astrip subdivisionof P.
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Figure 14: The reflected polygon̄P.

DEFINITION 4.6 A strip subdivisionof a monotone polygonP is a subdivision of the polygon by the introduc-
tion of vertical segments connecting the upper and lower boundary. Eachstrip is a subpolygon ofP bounded
by a left vertical edge (possibly degenerating to the left end points), a portion of the upper boundaryU , a right
vertical edge (possibly degenerating to the right end pointt) and a portion of the lower boundaryD.
We are now in a position to defineserial guard sets.

DEFINITION 4.7 A guard set isserial, if P is subdivided intoK strips s0, . . . , sK−1 ordered from left to
right so that the left edge of strips0 has zero or ones0-restricted guard, the left edge of every other stripsi,
0 < i < K, has exactly onesi-restricted guard and the right edge of each stripsi, 0 ≤ i < K, contains zero or
more left guards. No other guards are placed in the polygon.

We say that a serial guard set is anupper serial guard cover, if thesi-restricted guard on the left edge of each
strip si, together with the left guards on the right edges of the strips, sees the upper boundary ofsi. Similarly, a
guard set is alower serial guard cover, if the si-restricted guard on the left edge of each stripsi, together with
the left guards on the right edges of the strips, sees the lower boundary ofsi.

LEMMA 4.5 A monotone polygon has an upper serial guard cover with at most 2OPT si-restricted guards and
at most3OPT left guards.

PROOF: Let G be a guard cover forP. ReflectP along they-axis to get the reversed polygon̄P having the
guard cover̄G, the setG reflected along they-axis; see Figure 14.

Our proof is constructive and iteratively places restricted guards in the polygon̄P. Do a plane sweep from
left to right onP̄. Initially, let H0 be the empty guard set and letl0 be the vertical line through the leftmost point
of P̄. Iteratively, given the partial guard setHj and the linelj , we construct the next partial guard setHj+1 and
the next vertical linelj+1 as follows:

Obtain the upper spear tipu = uU (Hj) and letlj+1 be the maximal vertical line segment throughu interior
to P. Let Hj+1 include the guards inHj and lets̄j be the strip inP̄ bounded bylj and lj+1. We place the
following additional guards onlj+1,

1. ans̄j-restricted guard̄gj atu,

2. a right guard atu,

3. each guard from̄G in s̄j is moved along its shortest path tos, the rightmost point of̄P, until it reaches
lj+1. At this points place a right guard.

Each of the guards thus placed is added toHj+1; see Figure 15. According to Lemma 2.1, any right guardḡR

on lj+1 will see at least as much to the right oflj+1 in P̄ as the original guard̄g in Ḡ. Hence, we have the
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Figure 15: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.5.

invariant that the guard setHj+1 sees at least as much of the upper boundary ofP̄ as the guards to the left ofu
in Ḡ.

The process terminates afterK iterations when the plane sweep reaches the rightmost pointof P̄. In the
last iteration we have two possibilities. Either, the rightguards inHK−1 together see the upper boundary of
s̄K−1, in which case we do not have to add anys̄K−1-restricted guard at the right edge ofs̄K−1, or s̄K−1 must
by necessity contain guards from̄G. We differentiate between these cases when we count the number of guards
placed.

Thes̄j-restricted guard̄gj placed atuU (Hj) will see the upper boundary ofs̄j together with the right guards
in Hj . Hence, the restricted guard setHK sees the upper boundary ofP̄.

We count the number of guards placed according to their type,1, 2, or 3, above. The number of Type 3 right
guards inHK is |Ḡ| = |G| since each of these right guards corresponds to a guard inG.

The number of Type 2 right guards is the same as the number of Type 1s̄j-restricted guards since both types
are placed at upper spear tipsu.

It remains to count the Type 1̄sj-restricted guards. If̄sj contains guards from̄G, we can associatēgj to
such a guard̄g in Ḡ. In particular, if the process places guardḡK−1 in the last iteration, there is a guard from̄G
in s̄K−1 and we can associatēgK−1 to this guard.

On the other hand, if̄sj contains no guards from̄G, then an upper basevU (Hj) of spU (Hj) is not seen by
the guards inḠ to the left oflj , i.e., in s̄0, . . . , s̄j−1, since no right guard inHj sees the base. Therefore, the
basevU (Hj) must be seen by a guardḡ in Ḡ lying in the upper shadowshdU (Hj). Since there is a Type 2 right
guard at the position of̄gj, the prerequisites of Lemma 4.4 are fulfilled and we know thatno two upper shadows
shdU (Hj) andshdU (Hj′ ) intersect forj 6= j′, and hence,̄g can only see one base. We can therefore associate
ḡj to a guard̄g from Ḡ in the upper shadowshdU (Hj).

Note that, ifs̄K−1 contains no guard from̄G, then this strip is completely seen by the guards in previous
strips and the process places nos̄K−1-restricted guard in̄sK−1.

In this way, any guard̄g in Ḡ can be associated to at most twos̄j-restricted guards. Hence, the number of
Type 1s̄j-restricted guards, and thus also the number of Type 2 right guards, is at most2|Ḡ| = 2|G|.

Next, reflect the setHK back along they-axis to become a guard setU of P. We claim thatU is upper serial
with at most2|G| si-restricted guards, for stripssi, 0 ≤ i < K, and at most3|G| left guards. This follows since
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a strip s̄j in P̄ when reflected back becomes a stripsi in P, with i = K − j − 1. Eachs̄j-restricted guard̄gj

in HK lies on the right edge of̄sj and sees the upper boundary ofs̄j so the correspondingsi-restricted guard
gi in U lies on the left edge ofsi and sees the upper boundary ofsi. Finally, the right guards ofHK on the left
edges of strips in̄P correspond to left guards ofU in right edges of strips inP. The number of guards has not
changed soU is upper serial as claimed.

By choosingG to be an optimal guard cover forP, we have that|G| = OPT , thus proving the lemma.2 2

We can, using the same proof technique, show a correspondinglemma for lower serial guards.

4.2.4 Approximation Factor

Next, we establish the approximation factor of the algorithm.

LEMMA 4.6 The algorithmGUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON places at most30OPT guards inP, whereOPT

is the size of the smallest guard cover forP.

PROOF: To bound the total number of guards, we establish the numberof guards placed by Steps 5–7 throughout
the iterations of algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON. To do so, we compare the number of guards placed
in each step with the size of an upper and a lower serial guard cover.

Let GU be the set of guards assigned in Steps 5–7 in the iterations ofthe algorithm when the selection in
Step 4 makesX = U andX̄ = D; see Figure 10. Similarly, letGD be the guards assigned whenX = D and
X̄ = U .

Consider first the setGU and order the guard triples in this set from left to right,

GU = {g1, g
′

1, ĝ1, g2, g
′

2, ĝ2, . . .}.

In iterationi of the loop, our algorithm performs Steps 5–7 withX = U and places guardsgj , g′j andĝj, all
having the samex-coordinate, withj ≤ i being the proper index inGU . The next time the algorithm performs
Steps 5–7 withX = U it places guardsgj+1, g′j+1 andĝj+1.

Let Gi be the set of guards placed in iterations 1 toi by the algorithm. The guardsgj , g′j and ĝj are the
rightmost guards inGi.

We compare the number of guards inGU with the size of an upper serial guard coverU and show thatGU

contains at most3|U| guards. To do this, we construct a secondary guard setH incrementally starting with the
empty guard setH0. For every indexj > 0 we go through the guard triples inGU as follows:

If U has ans-restricted guardg in the interval betweengj andgj+1 (in the case ofj = 0 we consider the
leftmost end points of P to be the imaginary guardg0), for some strips, then we letHj := {gj, g

′

j, ĝj}∪Hj−1,
if j > 0.

If U has nos-restricted guard in the interval betweengj andgj+1, then this whole interval is contained in a
strip s associated toU . This means that the upper basevU (Gi) is either seen by thes-restricted guardgs to the
left of gj or by a left guard inU in the upper shadowshdU (Gi).

If gs seesvU (Gi) then the shortest path fromgs to t, the rightmost point ofP, crosses the vertical line
throughgj at a pointp. LetHj := {gj, g

′

j , p}∪Hj−1, i.e., we exchange the guardĝj for a guard atp. We claim
thatgs does not seevU (Hj) but this follows immediately by Lemma 2.1. Furthermore,uU (Hj) is not to the
right of uU (Gi), since by our algorithm̂gj is placed so thatuU (Gi) is as far to the right as possible.

If gs does not seevU (Gi) then we letHj := {gj, g
′

j, ĝj} ∪Hj−1. We have thatvU (Gi) = vU (Hj).
The setH constructed according to the rules given above obeys three important criteria:
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1. |H| = |GU |,

2. for eachj, either there is ans-restricted guard betweengj andgj+1 or nos-restricted guardgs in U sees
the upper basevU (Hj),

3. uU (Hj) is not to the right ofuU (Gi), wherei is the iteration index when guardsgj, g′j andĝj are placed.

Let us count the number of guards inH. If two subsequent triples{gj, g
′

j , pj} and{gj+1, g
′

j+1, pj+1} in H
have ans-restricted guardgs in the interval between them, then we associate the triple{gj, g

′

j , pj} to gs. We call
such an association anα-association. By construction, ans-restricted guardgs in U can only beα-associated to
a guard triple inH once.

If two subsequent triples{gj, g
′

j , pj} and{gj+1, g
′

j+1, pj+1} in H do not have anys-restricted guardgs in
the interval between them, then we know that the upper basevU (Hj) is seen by a left guardg in U in the upper
shadowshdU (Hj) and we associate the triple{gj, g

′

j , pj} to g. We call such an association aβ-association.
Since the upper spearspU (Hj) andspU (Hj′) obey the prerequisites of Lemma 4.4, for anyj′ 6= j, the two
upper shadowsshdU (Hj) andshdU (Hj′ ) do not intersect. This means that a left guardg can only beβ-
associated to a guard triple inH once.

From this we can deduce that the number of guard triples inH is at most the number ofs-restricted guards
and left guards inU together. From Lemma 4.5, we know that this is at most5OPT . By a completely sym-
metrical argument we can construct a set of guard triplesH′ of the same size as the setGD and deduce that the
number of guard triples in this set is also bounded by5OPT .

The total number of guards constructed by our algorithm is therefore bounded by

|GU | + |GD| = |H| + |H′| ≤ 3|U| + 3|D| ≤ 30OPT ,

as claimed. 2 2

4.3 Computation

4.3.1 Computing Kernel Expansions

Letp, q andr be three points inP. We letVPB(p, q, r) denote the part of the visibility polygonVP(p) between
the pointsq andr. Let R be a possibly disconnected polygonal region inP havingm vertices and assume that
the vertices are orderedv1, . . . , vm from left to right. We claim the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.7

ke(R) =
m−1
⋃

i=1





i
⋂

j=1

VPB(vj , vi, vi+1)





⋃





m
⋂

j=1

VPR(vj , vm)



 .

PROOF: From Definition 4.1 we have thatke(R) = {p ≥ v1 | RL(p) ⊆ VP(p)} whereRL(p) is the part of
R to the left ofp.

Let p be a point betweenvi andvi+1. We show thatp is in ke(R) if and only if p ∈ ⋂i

j=1 VP(vj).

Assume first thatp 6∈ ⋂i

j=1 VP(vj). In this case, there is a vertexvj of R such thatp does not seevj .
Hence, there is a point inR to the left ofp, the vertexvj , not seen byp, sop is not inke(R) proving the first
implication of the equivalence.
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Figure 16: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.7.

Assume next thatp 6∈ ke(R). In this case, there is a pointq ∈ RL(p) not seen fromp. Consider the shortest
pathSP (p, q). Let [p′, q] be the last segment and let[r, p′] be the penultimate segment ofSP (p, q). Sincep

does not seeq, SP (p, q) consists of at least two segments and because of the monotonicity of P, the pointp′ is
a vertex ofP to the left ofp.

Let lq be the maximal line segment interior toP from p′ throughq to p′′. The segmentlq contains a maximal
subsegmentl′q completely contained inR. Let q′ andq′′ be the two end points ofl′q, with q′ to the left ofq′′;
see Figure 16.

Assume that[r, p′, p′′] forms a right turn. Follow the boundary ofR in counterclockwise order fromq′′ to
q′, above the segment[p′, p′′], until the first vertexvj of R is encountered. Sincevj is above[p′, p′′] and to the
left of p′, the pointp does not seevj andj ≤ i.

If [r, p′, p′′] forms a left turn we can make a symmetric argument to show thatthere is a vertex ofR to the
left of p not seen byp.

We have thus proved both directions of the equivalence. 2 2

Lemma 4.7 gives us a method to compute the kernel expansion ofa region. We begin by ordering the vertices
of the region from left to right. For each vertex, in order, wecompute the visibility polygon [15, 22, 25] and
establish the appropriate intersections in successive order; see Figure 17. The complexity of the algorithm is
O(m log m + mn), wherem is the number of vertices ofR andn is the number of vertices ofP. If R is
monotone, the complexity reduces toO(mn) since the sorting of the vertices ofR can be done in linear time.

The algorithm repeatedly computes intersections between two monotone polygons and combines the result
with the left part established in previous iterations. The intersection between two monotone polygons havingn

andn′ vertices respectively can be computed inO(n + n′) time with a plane sweep algorithm.
Using the linear time intersection algorithm we can successively compute the intersections between visibility

polygons, obtaining the kernel expansions of the appropriate pocket regions, i.e., the spears of each type. Since
the number of pocket vertices is at most linear in total, we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.8 A spear in a monotone polygon can be computed in quadratic time.

4.3.2 Computing the Next Guard

Consider Step 7 of algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON. In an iteration, just before we reach Step 7, we
have a partial guard setGp with the rightmost guards atg andg′ and we are supposed to place a third guard
ĝ on the same vertical line in such a way that the spear tip of type X with respect toGp ∪ {ĝ} is as far to the
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Algorithm COMPUTE-KERNEL-EXPANSION

Input: A regionR in a monotone polygonP

Output: The kernel expansionke(R)

1 Order the vertices ofR from left to right;v1, . . . , vm

2 Let K := VPR(v1)

3 for each vertexvi in order fromv2, . . . , vm do

3.1 ComputeVPR(vi)

3.2 Let KL(vi) andKR(vi) be the two parts ofK to the left and right ofvi respectively

3.3 Let K := KL(vi) ∪ (KR(vi) ∩ VPR(vi))

endfor

4 return K

End COMPUTE-KERNEL-EXPANSION

Figure 17: The algorithm for computing kernel expansions.
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Figure 18: Illustrating the movement ofuX(Gp ∪ {p}).

right as possible. Letlg be the vertical line throughg andg′. The linelg intersectsU at pU andD at pD. The
algorithm emulates a sliding process whereby a pointp slides alonglg from pU to pD and we maintain the spear
tip uX(Gp ∪ {p}) as a function ofp, continuously updating the spear tip asp moves alonglg.

To accurately detect for which pointp that the pointuX(Gp ∪ {p}) is rightmost, we let thex-coordinate of
uX(Gp ∪ {p}) be a function of they-coordinate ofp. We denote this function byxX(y), wherey corresponds
to the parameter of the vertical linelg = (1 − y) · pU + y · pD.

The spear tipuX(Gp∪{p}) is adjacent to two edgese ande′ of the corresponding spear and, ifuX(Gp∪{p})
moves whenp moves alonglg, at least one of these edges must move asp moves. One of the two edges, saye′,
extends towards the left, reaching a pointr on a boundary edgêe of X . The edgee, on the other hand, can either
coincide with the opposite boundarȳX (whenuX(Gp ∪ {p}) lies onX̄) or it extends towards the left, touching
a vertex of the boundarȳX before it reaches a vertexv of a typeX pocket. In the most general case, bothr and
v move asp moves. Consider first the movement ofr on ê, whereê is a segment on the liney = ax + b. The
supporting segment[p, r] touchesX at a pointq and the other supporting segment[uX(Gp ∪ {p}), r] touches
X at a pointq′; see Figure 18.

We want to establish the equation of the line coinciding with[uX(Gp ∪ {p}), r] in terms of they-coordinate
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of p. If we let r be a function ofp, we have thatr is the intersection point between the linesy = y(p)−y(q)
x(p)−x(q)x +

y(q) − y(p)−y(q)
x(p)−x(q)x(q) andy = ax + b. So, by setting the two linear functions equal, we obtain thecoordinates

of the pointr. The two coordinates are each the ratio between two affine functions iny(p), i.e.,

r =

(

c · y(p) + d

y(p) + h
,
c′ · y(p) + d′

y(p) + h

)

,

wherec, d, h, c′, andd′, are constants dependent ona, b andq. Hence, the line throughr and q′ can be
established to be

y = g(y(p))x + k(y(p)),

whereg(y) = (αy + β)/(y + γ) andk(y) = (α′y + β′)/(y + γ), for constantsα, β, γ, α′ andβ′.
With similar calculations we can establish the other supporting line that intersects the vertexv of a typeX

pocket to have the equationy = g′(y(p))x + k′(y(p)) as a function ofy(p). The functionxX(y(p)) is the
x-coordinate of the intersection point between the two supporting lines, i.e.,

g(y)xX(y) + k(y) = g′(y)xX(y) + k′(y),

giving us

xX(y) =
k′(y) − k(y)

g(y) − g′(y)
=

Ay2 + By + C

A′y2 + B′y + C′
,

where the constantsA, B, C, A, B′ andC′ only depend on the points of contact that the four supportinglines
corresponding to visibility polygon edges make with the boundary.

The constant parametersA, B, C, A′, B′ andC′ can change value as the supporting lines make contact on
different vertices and edges of the polygon and pocket boundaries. We are interested in computing these points
of parameter change to be able to update the functionxX(y) appropriately; see Figure 19. These occur when:

• the convex vertex of an edge ofVP(Gp ∪ {p}) adjacent to a pocket becomes incident to two vertices on
the polygon boundary ofP; see Figures 19(a) and (b).

• the convex vertex of an edge ofVP(uX(Gp∪{p})) adjacent to a pocket becomes incident to two vertices
on the polygon boundary ofP or to one vertex of the boundary ofP and one vertex of a typeX pocket
of Gp; see Figures 19(a) and (c).

We can establish a superset of these points onlg that we call theprimary event pointsby computing the vis-
ibility polygon of each boundary and pocket vertex to the right of lg and obtaining the, at most two, intersection
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points of the visibility polygon withlg. Hence, we have a linear number of such possible parameter changing
points onlg. Let p1, . . . , pm be the primary event points onlg such thatpi = (1 − yi) · pU + yi · pD where
xX(yi) = (Aiy

2
i + Biyi + Ci)/(A′

iy
2
i + B′

iyi + C′

i) andAi, Bi, Ci, A′

i, B′

i andC′

i are the parameter values of
xX(y) on lg belowpi.

Between consecutive primary event points onlg, we can have further points of update when the visibility
polygon edgese ande′ adjacent to the spear tip intersect an edgee′′ of a third visibility polygon at the same
point. In this case, the spear tip changes from being the intersection point ofe ande′ to being the intersection
point of eithere ande′′ or e′ ande′′. We call the points onlg corresponding to these points of update the
secondary event points.

For each primary event pointpi, we compute the visibility polygonVP(Gp ∪{pi}). For each vertex in each
pocket we compute the visibility polygon and establish the edgee′′ that intersects one ofe or e′, if there is one.
Next, we find the point onlg wheree′′ intersectsuX(Gp ∪ {p}) whenp moves frompi to pi+1 on lg. In the
case whene′′ is issued from a vertexv of a pocketpXwherev is incident to the visibility polygonVP(p), e′′

will move, i.e., sweep in a particular direction, sincev moves asp slides onlg. In the other cases,e′′ remains a
fixed segment asp moves. To establish the intersection point, we solve the equations

xX(y) = x′

X(y) and xX(y) = x′′

X(y),

wherex′

X(y) andx′′

X(y) correspond to thex-coordinates of the intersection point betweene ande′′ and the
intersection point betweene′ ande′′, respectively. This requires solving a quartic and two quadratic equations,
giving at most four solutions for each equation, that can be computed analytically [3]. Thus, between each pair
of primary event points we can have at most a linear number of secondary event points and we can determine
each one of them in linear time.

From the discussion above, we know that between each pair of consecutive event points, primary or sec-
ondary, the function

xX(y) = (Aiy
2 + Biy + Ci)/(A′

iy
2 + B′

iy + C′

i); with yi ≤ y < yi+1

does not change parametersAi, Bi, Ci, A′

i, B′

i or C′

i. By differentiatingxX(y) in this interval, we can establish
the pointsy, and therefore also the pointsp on lg, that are local maxima. This requires, in the worst case, solving
one cubic equation and two quadratic equations, giving at most two solutions that can be computed analytically.

Hence, it is sufficient to compute the spearspX(Gp ∪ {p}) for p being in at mostO(n2) positions onlg.
From Lemma 4.8, we know that each such computation takes at most O(n2) time. The computation of Step 7
in our algorithm is dominated by the cost of computing these spears, which takes a total ofO(n4) time. Since
the algorithm places at most a linear number of guards in the polygon, we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.9 The computation in algorithmGUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON can be performed inO(n5) time.

5 Interior Guarding Rectilinear Polygons

In this section, we give an algorithm to compute a small guardset in a simple rectilinear polygonP. Our
algorithm consists of two main steps. First, we find a subdivision of the polygon into monotone pieces, then, we
use the previously given algorithm to compute a guard cover in each monotone piece. Let us assume to begin
with thatP is not starshaped, since if this is the case, the single guardcan be computed in linear time with the
algorithm by Lee and Preparata [27].
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Figure 20: A trapezoidation, the root vertex, the essentialextensions and vertices.

A trapezoidationof a polygon is a partitioning of the polygon into trapezoids, or horizontal strips, with
the horizontal edges of each trapezoid connecting the vertices of the polygon; see Figure 20. Chazelle [4], as
a subroutine for triangulation, shows how such a trapezoidation can be computed in linear time in a simple
polygon. SinceP is rectilinear, the trapezoidation is a partition ofP into rectangles. Let each trapezoid (or
rectangle) correspond to a node in a graphT and let two nodes be connected if they share a horizontal edgeof
the trapezoidation. It is well known thatT is a tree, so letT be a trapezoid corresponding to a leaf inT . Let
r be one of the vertices ofT not adjacent to the neighboring trapezoid ofT ; see Figure 20. We callr theroot
vertex.

To every reflex vertexv in P we can associate twoextensions, i.e., the two maximal line segments inP
throughv and collinear to the two edges adjacent tov. We associate a direction to an extensione collinear to an
edgeev by giving e the same direction asev gets whenP is traversed in counterclockwise order. This allows
us to refer to the regions to the left and right of an extension, meaning to the left or right ofe if e is directed
upwards. LetPl

e denote the part ofP to the left ofe andPr
e to the right. We say thate is avisibility extension

if the root vertexr is in Pr
e .

The visibility extensions capture visibility informationin the sense that not all guards can be to the right of
a visibility extension. Hence, every visibility extensionhas at least one guard to the left of it.

We say that an extensione dominatesanother extensione′, if Pl
e is properly contained inPl

e′ .

DEFINITION 5.1 A visibility extensione is essential, if e is not dominated by any other visibility extension.
Using the algorithm of Chin and Ntafos [6] in conjunction with Chazelle’s triangulation algorithm [4], we can
efficiently compute the essential extensions. Assume that this computation gives usk essential extensions,ei,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k; see Figure 20.

An essential extensionei is collinear to an edge with one reflex and one convex vertex.

DEFINITION 5.2 Let vi denote the convex vertex of the edge collinear to the essential extensionei. We call the
convex verticesvi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, theessential vertices; see Figure 20.
de Berg [10] shows how to construct a data structure to obtainthe shortest rectilinear path between any pair of
points inP. Using this structure, we compute, for1 ≤ i ≤ k, the shortest rectilinear pathsSPR(r, vi) from r

to eachvi efficiently. The pathsSPR(r, vi) will be used to help constructing a subdivision of the polygon into
monotone pieces.

To each rectilinear pathSPR(r, vi) connectingr with vi we define a vertical and a horizontal histogram
expansion.
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DEFINITION 5.3 Thehorizontal histogram expansionHH
i consists of those points inP that can be connected

to the pathSPR(r, vi) with vertical line segments contained inP. We define thevertical histogram expansion
HV

i in a corresponding manner.
Although the union of histogram expansions do not cover the whole polygonP; see Figure 24; we can show
that each point inP is seen by some pathSPR(r, vi).

LEMMA 5.1 Every point inP is seen by some point of a shortest rectilinear pathSPR(r, vi).

PROOF: Let p be a point inP. Throughp we can draw maximal vertical and horizontal line segments interior
to P, dividingP into four quadrants aroundp. (If p is on the boundary, some quadrants may be degenerate.) If
the root vertexr is in one quadrant and there is an essential vertexvi in a different quadrant, thenSPR(r, vi)

crosses one of the segments throughp, and hence,p sees some point ofSPR(r, vi).
Otherwise, the root vertexr and all the essential vertices lie in the same quadrant. Without loss of generality,

we can assume that it is the upper right quadrant. This means thatp lies in a left polygonPl
ei

with essential
vertexvi.

Assume thatp does not seeSPR(r, vi). On the boundary ofPl
ei

in the upper right quadrant ofp there is at
least one edgeev adjacent to a reflex vertexv′ such that its associated extensione has the root vertexr in Pr

e .
Let v be the other edge ofev. The extensione is a visibility extension, sincer lies inPr

e , and it is not dominated
by any other visibility extension, since all essential vertices lie inPr

e . This gives us a contradiction sincev, by
definition, is an essential vertex andp seesv; see Figure 21. 2 2

A histogram expansion can be computed in linear time using analgorithm by Levcopoulos [28]. Each horizon-
tal histogram expansion consists of a number ofx-monotone polygons with the property that no guard in one
monotone polygon can see anything in any of the others. Furthermore, a guard outside the horizontal histogram
expansion can see into at most two of thex-monotone polygons in the horizontal histogram expansion.Simi-
larly, a vertical histogram expansion subdivides intoy-monotone pieces with the same properties; see Figure 22.

LEMMA 5.2 If P can be guarded withOPT guards, then a histogram expansion can also be guarded with at
most2OPT guards interior to the histogram expansion.

PROOF: Let p be a point that sees into a monotone pieceR of a histogram expansionH. Assume thatR is
x-monotone and thatp lies in a region adjacent to the lower boundaryD of R. Let lp be the line segment that
separatesR from the piece containingp. Consider the intersectionVP(p) ∩ R. The intersection subdividesR
into left pockets and right pockets. Traversing the boundary of VP(p) clockwise starting at a point outsideR
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Figure 23: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 5.2.

will first reach the edges that are incident to left pockets, then a boundary chainC of R, and finally the edges
that are incident to right pockets ofR. Take any pointq of C and letp′ be the intersection of the line segment
betweenp andq with lp. Any point inR seen byp will also be seen byp′.

Hence, any guard outsideR that sees points inR can be moved to the boundary ofR and it sees at least as
much ofR as in its previous location.

Consider a set ofOPT guards that coverP and letR1, . . .Rh be theh monotone pieces of the histogram
expansionH computed fromSPR(r, vi). Let H be the subset of guards that see points inH. Each guard
in H outsideH can see into at most two monotone piecesRj andRj+1 that are consecutive along the path
SPR(r, vi) and by our previous argument two copies can be placed on each boundary ofRj andRj+1. This
gives a new guard setH′ consisting of the guards inH insideH and the ones copied and moved to the boundary
of H. By our argument,H′ sees all ofH and contains at most2|H| ≤ 2OPT guards. 2 2

We use the GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON algorithm of the previous section to guard each monotone piece
with at mostO(m) guards, wherem is the smallest guard cover for the monotone piece. From Lemma 5.2 we
know that each histogram expansion can be guarded with2OPT guards interior to the histogram expansion,
and hence, our algorithm guards it with at mostO(OPT ) guards.

LEMMA 5.3 No point inP sees more than two essential vertices.

PROOF: Any pointp that sees an essential vertexvi lies inPl
ei

, ei being the essential extension associated tovi.
Assume thatei is vertical, then no other vertical essential extensionej can havep to the left. This is because, if
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p is to the left of bothei andej then, eitherPl
ei

is contained inPl
ej

or Pl
ej

is contained inPl
ei

, contradicting that
bothei andej are essential extensions.

By a similar argumentp cannot be to the left of more than one horizontal essential extension. Hence,p can
see at most two essential vertices. 2 2

By the preceeding lemma, one guard can see at most two essential vertices, hence,k/2 ≤ OPT . Since we
construct a total of2k horizontal and vertical histogram expansions, the union

⋃k

i=1 HH
i ∪HV

i can be guarded
by at mostO(OPT 2) guards.

The setP\ (
⋃k

i=1 HH
i ∪HV

i ) partitions into a number of connected regions that we callfans. We show that
each of these fans is starshaped.

LEMMA 5.4 A fan is always starshaped.

PROOF: The boundary of a fan consists of the vertical segment of anx-monotone piece from a horizontal
histogram expansion and a horizontal segment of ay-monotone piece from a vertical histogram expansion
forming a 90 degree wedge connected at a pointq; see Figure 24.

The two wedge edges of the fan are connected by a part of the boundary ofP. Consider any pointp properly
in the interior of the fan, i.e., not on the boundary. A vertical or horizontal line throughp does not intersect any
pathSPR(r, vi). Therefore, the boundary part of the fan in common with the boundary ofP must be monotone
with respect to both thex- andy-axes. The fan is thus completely visible fromq, and hence, starshaped.2 2

Since the fans are starshaped, we can guard each of them with one extra guard. A fan is also adjacent to one
horizontal and one vertical histogram expansion and each monotone piece in a histogram expansion can be
adjacent to at most two fans. Hence, to count the number of fans, i.e., the number of additional guards we have
to place to cover the complete polygon, we associate each fanwith the horizontal or vertical monotone piece of
a histogram expansion that is closer to the root vertexr. Since each monotone piece must contain at least one
guard, the number of guards placed to see all ofP has at most doubled.

We have proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 3 There is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that computes a guard cover of sizeO(OPT 2)

in a rectilinear polygonP, whereOPT is the size of the smallest guard cover forP.

Combining this result with another guarding algorithm gives us an approximation result.

THEOREM 4 There is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that computes a guard cover with approxima-
tion factorO(

√
n) in a rectilinear polygonP.
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PROOF: We run the algorithm that we have developed above and the classical algorithm by Fisk [17] in con-
junction and return the smallest of the two guard covers obtained. LetkR be the size of the guard cover returned
by our algorithm and letkF be the size of the cover returned by Fisk’s algorithm. Fisk proves thatkF ≤ ⌊n/3⌋.

To calculate the approximation ratio, assume first thatkR ≤ kF ≤ n/3 then, sincekR ∈ O(OPT 2), we
have thatOPT ≥ c

√
kR, for some constantc. The ratio becomes

kR

OPT
≤ kR

c
√

kR

=

√
kR

c
≤

√

n/3

c
∈ O(

√
n).

On the other hand, ifkR > kF , we have thatOPT ≥ c
√

kR > c
√

kF and the ratio then becomes

kF

OPT
≤ kF

c
√

kF

=

√
kF

c
≤

√

n/3

c
∈ O(

√
n).

2 2

6 Conclusions

We have proved that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard. We have also constructed two polynomial
time deterministic algorithms for guarding. One for approximate interior guarding of monotone polygons and
one for approximate guarding of rectilinear polygons. Our contribution is that the approximation factors for
both algorithms are independent of the size of the polygon.

Interestingly, King and Krohn have generalized the NP-hardness proof to vertex guarding two-dimensional
monotone terrains [24].

Other open problems are to improve the approximation boundsfor monotone and rectilinear polygons, to
find approximation algorithms for other classes of polygons, and ultimately approximate guarding of simple
polygons in general.

We wish to thank the anonymous referees for their efforts in proof-reading earlier versions of this article.
Their comments have helped us improve the presentation considerably.
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